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1 Orientalism, in the sense pioneered by Edward Said in an eponymous book, is in many ways the obvious paradigm for considering western representations of the east. The work focuses on the modern period, basically nineteenth- and twentieth-century French and British artistic productions, yet it makes wide-ranging claims that stretch back to antiquity. In it, Said insists on a political, even military, framework for western fascination with the east at a scholarly or artistic level. This fascination has been manifested in a discourse, in which representations are inescapably informed by power relations. Orientalism has become a foundational text in cultural studies, still providing a direct point of departure more than three decades after it first appeared. Since 1978 the term ‘orientalism’, in English at least, cannot be used without invoking the book. To be sure, the term itself brings critical difficulties, for in common use it may denote either a critical approach fostered by Said or the very artistic productions that are the subject of Saidian critique. In ancient studies the book has had a visible impact, admittedly small and belated compared to modern literary studies. Nonetheless, its reception in classical studies has been very predominantly positive.

2 Is Saidian Orientalism in fact a useful concept in the study of Augustan verse? The issue is much less resolved than scholarship would lead us to believe and is open to a fresh examination. The focus here will be on poetry of the Augustan age, with occasional reference to prose works of the same period. In these comments I would like to take up one particular aspect of Said’s critique, namely the way in which different gentes and places are conflated in poetic discourse. In doing so I seek at some level to read ancient texts against modern theory, with the goal of critically evaluating the applicability of Orientalism as a paradigm. What are the differences between far and near in Augustan poetry, and how can we make sense of those differences? I shall argue, from a brief
threefold case-study focusing on India, Egypt and Parthia, that Orientalism à la Said is only one approach, and a limited one at that. The term ‘post-orientalist’ in the current title at once acknowledges the ongoing importance of Said’s work and the search for ways beyond the impasses that have come to characterize its reception. Virgil provides the framework for this discussion: we begin with the shield of Aeneas near the end of Aeneid book 8, with its parade of foreign peoples, then more generally consider the Augustan literary presentation of the three gentes in turn, before canvassing an alternative possibility to Said’s Orientalism. It is as part of the quest for alternatives that we return briefly to two other Virgilian passages, namely the travels constituting Aeneid 3 and the lines preceding the laus Italicae in the Georgics (2.109-35).

**Varia arma on the shield of Aeneas**

3 There are several reasons to use the shield of Aeneas as a point of departure. Coming as it does at a point of climax in the poem, this passage constitutes arguably the classic representation of foreigners in Augustan poetry, and it can easily be considered in relation to Augustus’ manipulation of images. In particular, it does present an assemblage of foreign peoples, and it is the character of that assemblage that will demand our attention. As Hardie has shown in a cosmological context, the shield is an ekphrasis par excellence and an ideological centerpiece of the poem. Given its familiarity, only a few specific points need be made here.

When we get to the description of the Battle of Actium, Antony is presented as both conqueror of eastern peoples and their military ally:

\[
\text{Hinc ope barbarica variisque Antonius armis, vtor ab Aurorae populis et litore rubro, Aegyptum virisque Orientis et ultima secum Bactra vehit, sequiturque (nfas) Aegyptia coniunx. (8.685-88)}
\]

4 Antony was hardly a ‘victor’, for his Parthian campaign of 36 BC ended in disaster. The exact phrase ‘ope barbarica’ had already been used by Ennius, referring to Troy’s allies: that use resonated here, showing the malleability of the concept of ‘barbarus’, also Antony’s ambiguous status, and even Troy’s. Grammatically parallel to the ‘ope barbarica’ is the variegated armour in which his allies are dressed (‘variis … armis’), an expression that functions in part as a transferred epithet. It is this variegation that deserves further consideration. Line 686 combines toponyms that are more or less generalized: ‘Aurorae populis’ and ‘litore rubro’. The latter is more than the Red Sea, namely the northwest Indian Ocean of the Periplus Maris Erythraei of just a few decades later. Immediately following is ‘Orientis’. The broad term ‘orients’ carries both a cosmological and a topographic sense, here most productively to be taken in conjunction. Contrast the names of Egypt and Bactra, a land and a city. The repeated ‘Aegyptia’ adds point to the avoidance of Cleopatra’s name – itself the standard poetic procedure – especially as it follows, as it were, the interjection ‘nefas’. Indeed, it is worth remarking that Antony himself is named in this passage, for we know from Dio (51.19.5) that in the triumph over his Roman enemies, Octavian went to great lengths to suppress the names of his Roman opponents. The rare use of Antony’s Roman name seems just as pointed as the avoidance of Cleopatra’s Graeco-Egyptian one.

5 Later, at 704-6, assorted foreigners take evasive action, displaying cowardice:
Here, within two lines, we have the conflation of Egypt, India, Arabia and Sabaea, expressed in the typical poetic mixture of toponyms with ethnonyms, of collective singular with plurals. The battle description foreshadows the triumph, lines 714 following, which contains a great profusion of toponyms as the pace increases from 724 onward: these add enargeia to the climactic phrase ‘victae longo ordine gentes’ (722). The conquered nations exhibit different kinds of variety, audible and visible: ‘quam variae linguis, habitu tam vestis et armis’ (723). This explanatory line compactly outlines the criteria that typically determine ethnographic description;13 variae is a faint but telling echo of the earlier ‘variiis … armis’. With the river-names of 726 following – Euphrates, Rhine and Araxes, that is, north amidst east – we should remember that such natural features were present at triumphs in personified form, as Appian tells us,14 a standard political use of synecdoche. It is no coincidence that rivers also played an important role in ancient maps, to judge from the Peutinger map and possibly the new Artemidorus papyrus.15 Indeed rivers featured in ancient descriptions of both Egypt and India.16

In the passage under discussion Egypt receives special prominence among foreign peoples, which is predictable enough in the context of Actium. Apart from the Egyptians, there is much conflation of foreigners, creating an intensified, vivid effect – as if the triumphal procession speeds up as it passes by. The repeated adjective ‘varius’ is a mark of the vividness implicit in this passage.

These climactic lines are central to the current essay, even though their mention of the Parthians is indirect. Here is, prima facie, a good case of Orientalism: the forces of disorder, combined into an undifferentiated, even essentialized, other; the dangerous east freeze-framed at a foundational moment of empire. Warfare dramatizes cross-cultural confrontation, distancing Virgil’s readership from Antony, once a Roman and now become an eastern foreigner. By his friends shall ye know him: here at Actium a Roman nobleman goes native, the furthest antithesis of the triumph. Here is, further, an encounter between foreign gods, troublingly theromorphic like Anubis (698), and the Roman ones, Neptune, Venus and Minerva. The political distinction between Rome and Egypt is mapped onto the religious domain.

India, Egypt and Parthia compared

If the shield contains several different gentes, with some conflation, it will be useful to broaden our purview, so as to consider the poetic representation of three particular gentes, as a triple test case for the broader question framing this paper. In what ways can the various ‘victae gentes’ be disaggregated within Roman discourse? To what degree is it even possible to do so? The Saidian answer would be that conflation is central to the creation of orientalist discourse. In this section, in comparing the three gentes, I shall consider the social contexts in which Romans encountered these people, physically or otherwise, namely commodities, imperial ideology and wisdom.

Certainly the Egyptians were by far the best known to Romans, and the only ones to constitute a Roman province by the Augustan age (30 BC): there is of course Herodotean precedent, constituting the entire second book of the Histories, though that is itself an excursus in an account of Greco-Persian conflict.17 Egypt presents enormous variety in...
Greek and Latin texts. This image is largely negative, with the exceptions of Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus. In a Roman imperial context it is clear that in the short term Actium provided direct impetus for and was the focus of Augustan poetic ethnology. Nonetheless, the longer-term factor of religion is prominent in the poems, not only the more sympathetic account of the Isis cult in Tibullus 1.3 but also the hostility of Juvenal’s 15th satire. The cult of Isis was at once distinctively Egyptian, as Virgil reminds us in a strongly gendered way (696f.), and something pan-Mediterranean: its diffusion, via Delos and Attica by the fourth century BC, and present in Italy by the late second century (evidenced in the Palestrina Mosaic, linked with Fortuna), is something unmatched before the advent of Christianity. The variety of responses over time on the part of the Roman state is in itself remarkable.

The mosaic would seem to suggest that the priorities expressed in the literary discourse are skewed – and this brings us to the first of the three contexts. For Egypt produced not only weird religious paraphernalia such as the sistrum but also commodities, including a huge percentage of the metropolis’ food supply. It comes as a surprise, therefore, that the nutritional lifeline between Nile and Tiber is largely passed over by literary texts and also by coins. Roman fascination for things Egyptian, even if focused on esoterica, took place against a background noise of trade, not only of grain but of papyrus – the single most important material form of literature in this period. Certainly obelisks were highly visible symbols of power, but it was the humbler grain exports that sustained the city from day to day. In the end, Egypt is a special case in that it presents a literary image of great complexity, largely negative; its basic commodities are at the edge of visibility, much less than one might have expected from, say, the new Cambridge Economic History of the Greco-Roman World. Grain, so important to Rome’s relation with Egypt, represents a remarkable case of non-representation. Egypt’s role in the Roman economy thus appears to be expressed indirectly rather than directly, if one is to consider obelisks and other objects more elaborate and more monumental than coins.

By contrast, in the case of poetic representations of India, commodities and their supposed effects are central. Poets emphasize luxury goods, such as precious stones and pepper, whereas the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea shows that everyday items such as low-quality fabrics were part of the same cargoes, again attracting less attention. From a Mediterranean consumer’s point of view, it must have been hard to distinguish the exact origins of merchandise, and in practice that is unlikely to have been the decisive point. It appears that, as in many societies, ancient Roman commodities had value depending on their supposed origin: the farther, the more valuable, within a kind of phenomenological economics. It is not merely Pliny the Elder that frets over the corrupting effect of those commodities in the metropolis: his concern is shared also by the poets. Horace even mentions an Indian slave at the dinner with Nasidienus, something reminiscent of the Periplus.

Parthia and Parthians feature in Augustan poetry in a military context, part of a political discourse. This is well and good, but neglects their role in the long-distance trade that brought so many commodities from Asia to the Mediterranean. The first-century AD geographical work the Parthian Stations of Isidore of Charax points to such trade activity. Even if it is misleading to talk of ‘caravan cities’ or an integrated Silk Road it is still clear that land routes linked the Roman empire with south and central Asia no less than sea-routes. Alexandria and the Egyptians were thus not the only conduit of Rome’s Asian trade.
With the Parthians we come to a second ethnological context, which we may describe as imperial discourse. On the cuirass of the Prima Porta Augustus there is a vivid representation of the return of the standards. This is humbug, in that Augustus in 20 BC obtained the standards from Carrhae through diplomacy rather than warfare. However, so much had Crassus’ defeat festered in Roman minds that the task of vengeance had rested first with Julius Caesar, but he was denied the opportunity. When Augustus claims vengeance we should sense less its actual realisation than the intensity and length of its expectation.

Ovid seems to play along with the ruse of ‘mission accomplished’. At *Fasti* 5.579-96 and 6.461-69 we see much apparent celebration. But in the second case, the same calendrical date, 9 June, celebrates both Junius Brutus’ victory over the Callici in northwest Spain in 136 BC and Crassus’ defeat – a juxtaposition that is not lost on Ovid. Surprising is Ovid’s choice of topic: if books 5 and 6 were in progress by the time of *relegatio* in AD 8, then the memory of the death of Gaius would have been still a touchy subject: it was in the course of his Parthian campaign of AD 1-4 that the prince fell ill and died, compromising Augustus’ plans for his succession. Just a little later, Manilius builds up the Parthians as if a sizeable empire, ruling other eastern and southern people. Manilius is hampered only by the distasteful nomenclature:

Magna iacet tellus magnis circumdata ripis  
Parthis et a Parthis domitae per saecula gentes,  
Bactraque et Aethiopes, Babylon et Susa Ninosque,  
nominaque innumeris vix complectanda figuris. (4.802-5)

The notion of Parthia as ‘another world’, here within a larger cosmological frame, is later matched by Tacitus. But the visual dossier warns us against taking such discourse too literally. Parthians are subject to a wide range of presentation, sometimes in a military context. Among different types of Parthian image, the ‘beautiful oriental’ is notable and cannot be written off as the product of ethnocentric prejudice. Rather, it reveals demonstrable idealization, especially when linked with youthfulness. As Rolf Michael Schneider has shown, the othering of Parthians in plastic arts is complex, offering no simple, symmetrical opposite to Roman identity. By the same token, for Strabo at the beginning of his *Geography* the Arsacid empire is a source matching the Roman as a generator of topographical information. It is in such settings that any binaristic vision of Rome-versus-Parthia proves misleading.

The third context concerns the mystique that surrounds holy persons and other instances of barbarian wisdom; but it will not detain us, since it applies to prose rather than verse. In the case of India, brahmans and naked philosophers are an important part of the Alexander story. Herodotus’ Egypt is peopled by priests and other religious experts. Indeed, wisdom is most readily conceived at the edges of the known world.

All in all, the Parthians are part of Roman imperial discourse, a looming but abstract presence. They are not linked to commodities, even though other evidence suggests they were involved in long-distance trade. India is merely on the fringes, as the source of luxury commodities, and as such would become caught up in the moralizing discourse of the later first century AD. Even more so than Parthia, India constitutes an abstract field of possibility, an ‘oneiric horizon’. for Trajan, India would be the ultimate object of conquest, enabling emulation of Alexander. Dio describes the sickly Trajan arriving at the Arabian Gulf, viewing cargo boats sailing to India, wishing he was young enough to proceed to India à la Alexander. This passage is a significant articulation of imperial desire, linking real commerce with impossible military dreams. It is the further
development of sentiments found among the Augustans, and was made at a time when
there was less political peril attached to the emulation of Alexander.

Each foreign people has its own ethnological moment: a particular historical point in
relation to which they are firmly and discernibly imprinted on Roman minds. But the
temporal distance of these moments from the Augustan age is varied: in the case of India,
Alexander's expedition lay furthest in the past, and indeed it is clear that the idea of India
was largely frozen in that early Hellenistic period. In the case of Parthia and Egypt, both
the disaster at Carrhae and the victory at Actium had taken place within living memory:
only the latter of these was resolved whereas in the former case resolution, ulti o, is
asserted speciously. These historical moments should be seen in counterpoint to an
ethnographic tradition going back to Herodotus: that is no absolute continuity by any
means, but a range of expectations. They are a counterpoint also to commerce that make
little impression on the poetic radar screen. When there are similarities, these owe
something to trade-routes: Egypt, via its major port Alexandria, funnelled goods from all
over western Asia into the Mediterranean. From this viewpoint some overlap of
characteristics is predictable enough.

Orientalism revisited

Orientalism à la Said is best geared to an us-and-them relation that happens at a distance:
it is less suited to a situation in which foreign persons and objects come to the metropolis, in which a 'brownian motion' of ancient people was the norm rather than the exception. The overall view of movement within the ancient
Mediterranean has changed with the appearance of The Corrupting Sea by Horden and
Purcell (2000): 'connectivity' is the mantra according to which, over the very longue durée,
different groups remained connected, by land and sea, across the highly differentiated
Mediterranean landscape. And it is clear, most concretely from David Noy's detailed
study, that varied geographic origins were present in the city: actual persons who are
epigraphically attested. It is also true that the past three decades have seen ever
increased global flows, where cosmopolitanism risks banality and where postcolonial
immigration is neatly if glibly summed up in the British activist slogan: 'We're here
because you were there.' In fact, global history has moved beyond even that phase to one
in which individual persons and families are internationally spread over networks which
engender the ongoing circulation of goods, humans and ideas.

Saidian Orientalism tends to posit 'empire' as a monolith, a habit of expression and mind
later manifested in Hardt and Negri's book of 2000. The historicist worry about the
validity of such a broad characterization, when it glosses over the varieties of social
control, of technology and even of ideology, is not something that can be easily
overlooked. It would be more salutary, in ancient studies, to make no assumptions about
continuity or of useful similarity between then and now: more intellectually productive
is the comparative approach to the study of empires.

Furthermore, to what extent does Islam constitute an intellectual firewall in the critical
study of antiquity? Histories of late antiquity have tended to conclude with a requisite
chapter on the coming of Islam. But for classical philologists the Arabic language in
particular has given Islam a status of otherness that defies negotiation. Now there is a
real practical and intellectual problem here, given the difficulties of learning Arabic as a foreign language. But a priori it seems likely that Islam plays a part in the representational continuities Said claims existed from antiquity till the present. It is under the Ummayid caliphate that all the eastern and southern edges of the Mediterranean became a political unity, an orbis alter from a Roman perspective, even if Rome had meanwhile changed.

There is a further complication, which likewise cannot receive full consideration here but at least deserves to be flagged, in the relation between the south and the east of the Mediterranean. This is a variant on the question of conflation raised earlier. It is true that the southern littoral is much less populated, and much less agriculturally productive, with its proximity to desert. The broad point is that the underdeveloped south has seemed to take on characteristics of the east – the latter being long familiar in Greek literature and linked to ancient societies possessed of monumental architecture and writing technology. Since Homer’s famous lines on the division of Ethiopians into east and west (Od. 1.22-24), there has been some sense of shared characteristics within Mare Erythraeum, the north-western Indian Ocean. In a Roman context the Carthaginians constituted a link between the south and the east.

For Said in Orientalism south and east are obvious partners under the sign of Islam. Here his critique of western views may have brought him unintentionally close to that which is, in terms of political sympathy, its opposite. The Clash of Civilizations is the name of a North American best seller, and it has come to epitomize an approach that is invested in positing unchanging essences: civilizations (basically Islam versus Europe and the United States) have clashed because they have been and will always be at odds. This is antithetical to Said’s approach. But it is also true that, ironically, Said himself tended to create a monolith of the West, something he tried to redress in his subsequent book Culture and Imperialism. Ultimately, however, he may be unwillingly caught up the very nexus he criticized.

**Space and place: the experiential dimension**

Where to from here? Far from any static vision of cross-cultural contact, a dynamic paradigm is needed for our times. On this basis it will be useful to canvass the concepts of space and place, even though they undoubtedly bring problems of their own. In the influential book by Yi-Fu Tuan, space and place are mutually defining: in the latter case, personal experience adds concreteness and limitations. Thus, in this stricter human geographical sense, space is where one might go whereas place is where one has been. These concepts are not symmetrical equals, but they have been used to emphasize different aspects of human interaction with the physical environment. In the Aeneid Tiberinus’ confident prophecy gives a strong sense of place: ‘hic locus urbis erit, requies ea certa laborum’ (8.46). Indeed, we might say, prophecy leads to an overdetermined sense of place. This approach pushes us towards ‘global flows’ rather than collections of places – a difference that engages modern cultural geography. It is one thing to imagine the geographies of Strabo, Pliny or Pausanias as collections of places; they begin to look different if one seeks to find between the lines a sense of the interconnectedness of individual places, and of their dynamic relation. Even the seemingly static Peutinger map at some level represents a great deal of on-land movement, with its many roads.
Certainly *Aeneid* 3 contains a dynamic geography. Aeneas’ route, via a mixture of mythological and more easily mappable places, defines particular places via Aeneas’ experiences. Yet at another level it also opens up a broader realm of Mediterranean-wide possibility. One could point to the contemporaneity of the *Aeneid* with Rome’s expanded control over the entire inland sea. In this oblique sense, *Aeneid* 3 is simultaneously about Mediterranean space, namely Rome’s military and economic domain following the Carthaginian wars. Thus the symbolic geography of the *Aeneid* is found as much in the shield of Aeneas as in the wanderings of book 3—itself a mini-*Aeneid*—and indeed in Aeneas’ calm journey up the Tiber (8.81-101) and tour with Evander of the future site of Rome (8.306-58). Whereas the shield of Aeneas, like its Homeric precedent, offers an image of the cosmos, book 3 gives a highly dynamic view of the hero’s movement within the broader Mediterranean. One might therefore argue that a sense of luxurious consumption attends representations of the east no less than imperialist desire. It is clear that, under the rubric of human geography, *Aeneid* 3 forms a revealing counterpoint to the shield of Aeneas.

Likewise, a brief comparison with the 26 lines (*Georg.* 2.109-35) preceding the *laus Italiae* is revealing. In the earlier work the products of the various lands are listed, in keeping with a deep sense that products are topographically defined (thus line 109). From the different kinds of territory preferred by trees (109-13), Virgil moves to particular territories: beginning with line 120, there is one line for Ethiopians, one for Chinese, four for India, then nine for the Medes, which we might broadly take as the Parthians. Line 125 is interesting in that it in effect conveys us from Indian trees to the Parthians, rather better known for their poison arrows. This list of *thaumata*, with its Golden Age resonances, is recapitulated just before the move to Italy itself: now in even more compact form we move by an amended route from Medes to Indians to Lydians (i.e., the river Hermus), to Bactra and India and Arabia (the mythical island of Panchaia). What we see here is not merely the direct comparison of Italy with the rest of the *orbis terrarum*, with eastern lands looming large; there is also a submerged sense that exotic products had become commodities by the age of Augustus, products linked with places far away, but increasingly available within the cosmopolis. The *Georgics* passage differs from the geography of the shield by virtue of the fact that Italy itself is present, or at least follows soon after; further, it gives prominence to the natural world, including its products, something not present in the *Aeneid* passage.

**Conclusion**

In the matter of conflating eastern peoples, seen above in the hyperbole of the shield of Aeneas, Said’s Orientalism has undoubted heuristic value. Indeed, the usefulness of the concept is, at an important level, beyond debate. Having deeply infused the very fabric of cultural studies, its legacy has been considerably complicated by its author’s vigorous cut-and-thrust in debate; by his political advocacy; and not least by *amicitia* and *inimicitia* over the decades. Many critiques have been levelled at a narrowly empirical level, concerning detailed points of interpretation, in the course of which broader ideological and methodological considerations are obscured or lost. More importantly, there is no easy answer to the problem of what might come in place of the tainted representations, à la Said: it is not as if Indian, Parthian and Egyptian subaltern speech can be produced in ways that offset the (Greek and) Roman discourse of the exotic. Even for sympathetic
critics there is the undeniable danger that the concept of Orientalism runs the risk of unsubtle deployment, something seen in uncritical use of the term ‘empire’. Rather, cultural geography allows Roman encounters with eastern others to include admiration, desire, awe, pleasure; it links them to a highly fluid world defined as much by representations as by experiences.

It would of course be a mistake to use the data sample here, drawn mostly from poetry, as a direct index of Augustan ideology, let alone the princeps’ own views. That would be to miss the pragmatics of literary production and consumption. It would be better to imagine that the texts under discussion negotiated the hopes and fears of contemporary individuals, reflecting the public discourse of their times, but also at some level shaping it. Admittedly, it is hard to know exactly what level. Rather than any dichotomous vision, it would be more productive to attend both to spatialities, actual and imagined, by which people come together under the sign of imperial power, and to temporalities, in which particular images appear to be frozen in time. Care is needed to avoid a contradiction: the necessity of historicizing on one hand and that of seeking long-term resonance on the other. It is not clear that Said’s book was able to resolve this contradiction.

The evidence adduced here, from Virgil and others, clearly reveals a real, live Roman notion of the east; it reveals a combination of commodities, imperial ideology and mystification within the same discourse. In the end, it is this combination that broadly distinguishes the east (and to some degree south) from the west and north of the empire. There is a transferability of qualities that are themselves well known from Herodotus’ Egypt: India shares some of the features of Egypt, such as rivers; it shares some of the features of Parthia, especially the need to be conquered. This, at least, is a way to read the world of the shield; Aeneas’ wanderings would seem to require a more flexible kind of mapping that centres on the concepts space and place and, not least, their complex relation.

Said’s ongoing usefulness in the post-9/11 era has been to keep bringing attention to the contexts within which discourse was produced, and ultimately to encourage people to unthink supposed dichotomies of us-and-them, even more so than Said himself might have been able to do in his own work. A major difficulty with Orientalism is that, for all its radical critique, it fails to offer viable alternatives. At a tangent from Said I have preferred here to work with the related notions of space and place, where the difference between them foregrounds human experience and its varied temporalities. Cultural geography, itself originating in part in Saidian-inspired cultural studies, offers greater scope to identify fear and hope, celebration and loss – the range of responses projected by discourse onto a wide canvass. It is in this sense that narrow adherence to the Saidian paradigm may today be considered too limiting; in this sense that a post-orientalist approach may begin to set a new agenda.
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NOTES

1. Said (1978: 56f.).
2. Hardly even the tip of the iceberg, the following offer a glimpse at the breadth of responses: Moore-Gilbert (1997); Ashcroft and Ahluwalia (1999); MacFie (2000); and Varisco (2007) – the last of these deploying humour as part of its own critique.
3. See for example Webster and Cooper, eds. (1996); Mattingly, ed. (1997); and especially Vasunia (2003); more skeptical is Adler (2008a).
5. Still fundamental is the discussion of Hardie (1986: 336-76), who presents the shield as a ‘blend of cosmic allegory and political ideology’ (342).
6. Pelling (1996: 30-34). This turned the tide in that Octavian, who had up to then played second fiddle militarily, was victorious elsewhere at a time when Antony needed to reassert himself.
10. TLL s.v. ‘orienis’ vol. IX.2.1001.51 ff.
12. By the same token, the name of Lepidus is studiously avoided, by periphrasis, at RG 10. See further Powell (2008: 15), with Scheid (2007: 45) and Cooley (2009: 150). Powell’s analysis of Virgil’s politics is hamstrung by an unsubtle adherence to the concept of ‘propaganda’. 
14. Punica 66: ‘Trumpeters led the advance and wagons laden with spoils. Towers were borne along representing the captured cities, and pictures showing the exploits of war: then gold and silver coin and bullion ...’ (tr. H. White, Loeb vol. I 507). See further Beard (2007: 150).
15. Assuming that the ‘Artemidorus papyrus’ does in fact contain a map: note esp. the caution of Talbert (2009).
22. Scheidel et al. (2008); still valuable is Rickman (1980). Two post-Augustan passages reveal Roman senatorial distress over Rome’s dependence on Egyptian grain: Pliny, Paneg. 31.2 (failure of the grain supply through drought should remind Egyptians of their subordination to Rome); and Tacitus, Hist. 1.11 (the Roman state’s irresponsibility caused the city’s dependence). See further, Isaac (2004: 360f.).
23. One example of Augustan coinage shows that grain could depict provinces other than Egypt: e.g. Pergamene cistophorus, whose reverse has six ears of wheat, bound at their stalks, dividing the imperial name, AVGV-STVS. The obverse depicts Augustus, IMP CAESAR, and is dated to 27-26 BC. See Zanker (1988: fig. 36c).
26. On the value deriving from exotic status, see the fundamental anthropological work of Helms (1988); some Roman implications are explored by Parker (2004).
27. Hor., Serm. 2.8.14f.: ‘procedit fuscus Hydaspes/ Caecuba uina ferens’.
31. Dio 43.51.1.
34. ‘Surrounded by these vast coasts [of the Red Sea] is the vast land of Parthia, and the nations vanquished over the ages by the Parthians, the Bactrians and Ethiopians, Babylon and Susa and
Nineveh, and places where names could scarce adequately be conveyed by countless turns of
speech.’
35. Ann. 2.2: ‘petitum alio ex orbe regem’.
37. Strabo 1.2.1 C49-51: ‘Indeed, the spread of the empires of the Romans and of the Parthians has
presented to geographers of to-day a considerable addition to our empirical knowledge of
geography, just as did the campaign of Alexander to geographers of earlier times ... For
Alexander opened up for us geographers a great part of Asia and all the northern part of Europe
as far as the Ister River; ... and, again, the Parthians have increased our knowledge in regard to
Hyrcania and Bactriana, and in regard to the Scythians who live north of Hyrcania and Bactriana,
all of which countries were but imperfectly known to the earlier geographers.’ (Loeb tr.). In
practice, Strabo’s coverage of Parthia is ‘feeble’, according to Drijvers (1998: 292). Be that as it
may, the sentiment expressed by Strabo would appear to resonate with Said’s concept of
Orientalism.
41. Dio 68.29.1: ‘Then he arrived at the ocean itself, and having found out about its nature and
having caught sight of a ship setting sail for India, he said he would definitely have crossed over
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